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Abstract
Detecting and countering disinformation grows increasingly important as social media sites
have become a leading news source for most people. Efficient disinformation campaigns lead
to negative real-world consequences on a global scale, both in politics and in society. Machine
learning (ML) methods have demonstrated their potential for at least partial automatisation of
disinformation detection and analysis. In this report, we review current and emerging artificial
intelligence (AI) methods that are used or can be used to counter the spread and generation of
disinformation, and briefly reflect on ongoing developments in anti-disinformation legislation
in the EU. This overview will shed light on some of the tools that disinformation-countering
practitioners could use to make their work easier. 1
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AI can automate a wide range of specific tasks and significantly
increase analysts’ research capabilities. However, due to current
limitations, AI can play only a supporting role by helping to process vast
amounts of information and detecting what requires further attention.

Introduction
Due to the rapid pace of development and
adaptation in the field of Artificial Intelligence
(AI), the role it plays in disinformation
practices is gradually increasing, boosting
the work of malicious actors and analysts.
We begin by defining disinformation as false
or manipulated information that is created
and disseminated in order to deceive,2 i.e.,
to mislead public opinion about politics,3
to divide and polarise society,4 and to
erode trust in public health institutions.5
Disinformation practices evolve over
time and adopt available technological
advancements, including advancements in
the field of AI.

using one or more of the techniques and
approaches listed below:

Over the last ten years, the field of AI
has enjoyed a series of significant and
transformative breakthroughs, many of
which have been applied to solving science
and engineering problems.6 In this paper,
we use the following broad definition of AI
proposed by the European Commission.7
The term ‘Artificial intelligence system’
(AI system) refers to software developed

 tatistical approaches, Bayesian
S
estimation, search and optimisation
methods.

 achine learning (ML) approaches,
M
including supervised, unsupervised,
and reinforcement learning, using a
wide variety of methods, including deep
neural networks;
L ogic- and knowledge-based approaches,
including knowledge representation,
inductive (logic) programming,
knowledge bases, inference and
deductive engines, (symbolic) reasoning,
and expert systems;

This definition includes both classic AI
algorithms8 and the relatively new methods
based on deep artificial neural networks that
have led to the most current breakthroughs
in the field.9
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AI-based tools provide practitioners with
previously unavailable capabilities for
analysing large amounts of data and
exploiting complex patterns in large
datasets. Currently AI methods are most
successful in performing rather narrow,
well-defined tasks, e.g., classification,
regression, etc. Performing such tasks on
large datasets of user activity has made it
possible to create recommendation systems
that select which information to display to
maximise user engagement10 (e.g., views,
shares, likes, comments) and time spent on
social media platforms. The AI algorithms
used in recommendation systems have
also made social network platforms more
vulnerable to disinformation campaigns;11
for example, the spread of highly emotional
and divisive content is favoured to maximize
user engagement.12 AI is also used in
generating increasingly realistic fake
images, audio (voice imitation), video, and
text, and can boost the ability of malevolent
social bots to imitate human activity more
realistically and to generate disinformation
content at scale.
Fortunately, AI methods can also be used
to counter disinformation. This includes
detecting social bots, screening content
for potential disinformation, performing
deeper analysis that can detect modified
versions of already debunked articles,
modelling discussed topics, following
hostile narratives, identifying AI-generated
content (e.g., text, images, audio), and other
activities. Narrowly focused AI tools have
a great deal of potential for automating

the many repetitive and time-consuming
tasks performed by analysts countering
disinformation.
The factors that continue to limit AI
technologies are their reasoning and worldmodel capabilities. For example, existing
AI tools require a substantial number of
data examples to learn specific tasks such
as recognising objects in a scene (e.g.,
detecting humans in a photo). Furthermore,
AI models cannot filter out physically
unrealistic occurrences of objects (e.g.,
detecting trains in the sky) because they
lack a general ‘world model’—a model that
would contextualize and enable an AI model
to identify the objects that exist within
an environment and determine the likely
dynamic changes these objects undergo.
The more complex the environment, the
more complex the model must be, so a
world model is not usually included in
current deep neural networks except in
simplistic cases of reinforcement learning,13
and is not likely to be included soon. This
poses significant limitations for AI tools
and can result in a ‘lack of common sense’
in unexpected cases. Researchers from
OpenAI prepared an example using handwritten text and photographs of objects to
demonstrate how the CLIP model can be
fooled into making absurd classifications.14
In this article, we analyse how AI methods
are being used to counter disinformation
campaigns, focusing on a group of selected
topics for the sake of simplicity.
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Detecting disinformation content
Disinformation content that is disseminated in a digital information medium can come from a
variety of sources; it can be user-generated, scraped from the web and manually modified, or
even computer-generated (synthetic). Analysts must scan vast amounts of information using
various tools and software in order to discover and monitor a disinformation campaign. This is
done by identifying patterns, classifying textual and audio-visual data, computing similarities
between samples of content, and other techniques. AI models can be designed to support all
these tasks (with varying success) and, thus, can serve as a powerful tool for analysts. In this
section, we describe AI use cases in detecting various forms of malicious content and discuss
methods for verifying and ensuring the authenticity of the original data being disseminated.

Text analysis and detection
In its simplest form, a disinformation
detector can be thought of as working on
text classification problems—an AI model
is trained under supervision to classify text,
i.e., assign the probability of predefined
categories appearing in each piece of text it
processes. Indeed, the majority of existing
research entails supervised methods (AI
models trained on data labelled manually by
human annotators); semi-supervised and
unsupervised methods are less commonly
used.15,16 Before diving into specific use
cases, let’s start by emphasizing the utility
of representing text, or any other type of
data, numerically as feature (embedding)
vectors. These numerical representations
obtained at word, sentence, or even
document level represent spatial (semantic)
relationships to other words/sentences/
documents, which an AI model can use to
cluster, classify, or even compute semantic

similarities numerically instead of having to
search for and compare specific keywords.
Models such as Word2Vec and GloVe can
be used to transform words into embedding
vectors. For sentence-level embeddings
one might use AI models such as Universal
Sentence Encoder17 or another model
tailored for a specific language and use
case.
In the context of detecting and analysing
disinformation activities, both classical
Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning
(DL) models are widely used. However,
over the last four years attention-based
neural network models in Natural Language
Processing called Transformers18 have
demonstrated high levels of accuracy.19
Some studies demonstrate improved
accuracy by developing more efficient
ways to utilise meta-data, such as speaker
credibility and information about online
social interactions.20
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Zellers et al. proposed a new model,
named Grover, for generating fake text
using Generative Pre-trained Transformer
2 (GPT2)21 architecture; they showed
that the overall trustworthiness score of
disinformation increases when rewritten
by the Grover text generator. The authors
also found that the Grover neural network
is able to detect computer-generated
articles effectively. They argue that to
combat AI-generated fake news, access
to the generators is critical. However,
OpenAI22 challenged the supremacy of
GPT-2 generated texts by showing that
fine-tuning a RoBERTa-based detector 23
achieved consistently higher accuracy than
fine-tuning a GPT-2-based detector with
equivalent capacity. Jwa et al.24 proposed
a model for disinformation detection based
on BERT transformer architecture25 and finetuned on CNN and Daily Mail news data.
The relationship between the headline and
the body of the news text was analysed.
Research by Marcellino et al.26 introduced
an improved model for efficiently detecting
topics related to conspiracy theories based
on a hybrid ML model that combined BERT
word embeddings (numerical feature
vectors) with linguistic stance markers
obtained from a RAND-Lex textual ML
analysis tool able to combine qualitative
content analysis with pattern identification,
tone, and sentiment estimation in word use.
Fagni et al.27 collected a dataset of
deepfake tweets—TweepFake—to evaluate
13 computer-generated (deepfake) text
detection methods. The results showed

that automatically distinguishing between
human-composed and computer-generated
tweets is challenging due to continual
improvements in the performance of
generators and to the limited length of the
tweet. Disinformation detection exploits
the stylistic biases that exist in a text.28 AI
text generators often introduce artefacts
into their texts, which can be learned and
recognised by discriminators.29 However,
the datasets used to train models are likely
to be biased, and this can cause errors in
detection.30
Furthermore, it is insufficient to approach
the detection of disinformation as simply
a matter of identifying machine-generated
text. The most intrinsic characteristic
of disinformation is that ‘truth’ is made
ambiguous by introducing false and/or
misleading facts, not whether a text is
human- or machine-generated.
Disinformation detection
using a knowledge base
Another approach to detecting fake
news is to employ a knowledge base of
verified facts or articles. Ghosh et al.31
introduce a fake news detector consisting
of two submodules: a veracity detection
submodule based on information retrieval
models and a style-based submodule. The
veracity checking consists of two steps: the
most relevant documents are retrieved from
a carefully prepared knowledge base, and,
given the true (i.e., factual) information those
documents contain, the veracity of a claim
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is inferred. Shaar et al.32 propose a model
that learns to rank relevant documents to
detect previously fact-checked claims. The
BERT transformer neural network is used as
a sentence encoder to obtain a numerical
representation for an input text. The cosine
similarity is computed for ranking between
the numerical representation of input
claims and verified claims in the dataset.
An interesting product of this kind is called
FactSparrow,33 introduced by Repustar,34
which uses a Twitter bot as a fact request
and delivery mechanism; anyone can
mention the FactSparrow bot in social
media conversations and retrieve relevant
facts of the topic discussed.
Detection using a knowledge base can
also greatly benefit from Named Entity
Recognition (NER)—a specific task where
the AI model extracts useful information
(proper names, organizations, locations,
medical codes, time expressions, quantities,
monetary values, percentages, etc.) from
vast amounts of raw unstructured textual
data. Entity-level sentiment analysis35
(assigning numerical values to expressions
of sentiment and aggregating them for
analysis so that a document can be given
a positive or negative score and high or
low sentiment magnitude value) makes
it possible to analyse and compare texts
at a more granular level. Using AI to
further extract entity relations enables the
building of advanced knowledge graphs36
for efficient information extraction and
visualization. Thanks to growing shift
towards AutoML solutions,37,38,39 less tech-

savvy AI enthusiasts can benefit from stateof-the-art AI models and shift focus from AI
model parameter tuning to the development
of specific datasets.
Reasoning-based detection of disinformation
Disinformation and misinformation can,
in principle, be detected by looking for
inconsistencies between the text in question
and a list of known facts and user-defined
ontologies (a set of facts about objects that
exist within a defined “world”, their categories
and relations).40 Inconsistency detection
may be especially effective when detecting
automatically generated text as current
generative AI models contradict themselves
when generating long texts. Checking for
such inconsistencies could, in principle, be
done by using reasoning algorithms based
on formal logic. In practice, however, it is
challenging to construct formalised fact or
ontology databases that can be applied to
general text on the internet. Nevertheless,
such an approach might be practical when
used in narrow domains (e.g., COVID-19
or the history of a particular country).
Groza and Pop41,42 have proposed a design
and prototype for a reasoning-based
disinformation detection system for the
medical domain. The system uses natural
language processing (NLP) techniques to
convert a natural language text into formal
logic statements; these statements are
double-checked for inconsistencies as
mentioned above. Such a formalised fact and
ontology database in a narrow domain could
be obtained semi-automatically by choosing
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trusted sources and extracting formal logic
statements using NLP techniques. However,
the performance of such systems would
be highly dependent on the accuracy of
the translations from natural language into
formal logic constructs, which is a complex
and challenging problem. Moreover, this
system alone would not be able to detect
disinformation aligned with known historical
or scientific facts (e.g., new made-up events)
as new disputed claims would be checked
for consistency with previously confirmed
facts. For example, if COVID-19 is a new
previously unknown virus, then statements
about it would still be consistent with what is
known about viruses in general.

Deepfake detection:
Images, Audio, Video
Detecting synthetic and manipulated images
With the increasing performance capability
and popularity of generative models in
computer vision—the field of AI concerned
with training computers to interpret and
make sense of the visual world—detecting
fake images and videos has become an
important problem. In 2019, Facebook,
Amazon, Microsoft, and the non-profit
organisation Partnership on AI announced
a public deepfake detection challenge.43
Since then, efforts have been made to
develop better datasets and more reliable
detection systems. For example, the
FaceForensics++ dataset44 was created
to address several issues relevant to

manipulated image detection. The dataset
consists of raw, undoctored images taken
from 1000 different videos. Then the same
images were altered using several popular
forgery methods, including face swapping
and facial re-enactment (transferring
facial expressions from one face to
another while retaining identity). Due to
compression algorithms pre-process most
media uploaded onto social networks, the
dataset also contains images of various
qualities processed with the commonly
used H.264 codec. Unlike humans, an AI
can detect fake or manipulated images
even with considerable compression. The
FaceForensics++ dataset also contains pretrained models that enable transfer learning,
which is crucial as new manipulation
methods emerge and pose new threats to
learning-based detection methods.45
Older deepfakes (such as those appearing
on thispersondoesnotexist.com) can be
detected through simple manual inspection
because of the visual inconsistencies
common in images generated using older
models, such as background distortion,
inconsistent earrings, poorly defined features
around teeth, and other tell-tale signs.46
One of the most accurate deepfake
detectors47
uses
an
Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm to analyse
convolutional traces (‘sort of a unique
feature fingerprint left in the image during
the image generation process’);48 it was
tested using fake images generated through
AttGAN, GDWCT, StarGAN, StyleGAN, and
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With the increasing performance capability and popularity of
generative models in computer vision […] detecting fake images and videos
has become an important problem

StyleGAN2, achieving 99.81% accuracy.
Neves et al.49 performed an experimental
assessment of facial manipulation detection
performed by different state-of-the-art
detection systems in various experimental
conditions. In controlled scenarios, the
tested systems achieved results similar
to the best previous detection studies.
However, in more challenging scenarios,
their performance quickly declined. One
review50 noted that most existing studies
claiming high effectiveness for one or
another model in detecting DeepFakes
do not generalise well in cases of unseen
DeepFakes and are not robust in detecting
image/video transformations. The best
model from the Facebook deepfake
detection contest had an accuracy rate of
82%. However, when the same algorithm
was tested against a set of previously
unseen deepfakes, its performance
dropped to 65%.51 New techniques are
rapidly emerging and deepfake creators
might target a particular detector, so the
most sophisticated deepfake detectors use
multiple detection models.52

Detecting synthetic audio
In recent years, voice cloning through
voice conversion (changing one person’s
voice signal into another) and text-tospeech generation methods (synthesising
audio that corresponds to text input with
the voice of a targeted person) have
produced high-quality results.53 The most
advanced of these methods are based
on deep learning models,54 so they are
sometimes referred to as deepfake voice
technology. Authentication is a form of
biometric identification in applications that
use automatic speech verification (ASV)
systems. For instance, in 2013, attackers
tricked an employee into transferring money
from their company’s bank account using
a deepfake voice imitation of that person’s
boss.55 Due to the continuous evolution
of spoofing attacks, more sophisticated
detection algorithms are needed. Research
in the automatic detection of spoofed audio
has shown that neural network models can
achieve a 2.19% error rate when classifying
genuine and spoofed speech.56
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Deep learning models are being used to
detect synthesized speech. One approach
is to convert the audio recording in
question into an image, or spectrogram,
by computing the distribution of various
sound frequencies over time. A Melspectrogram is a 2D graph created from
an audio recording showing time as one
axis and sound frequency as the other.
This turns the fake audio detection problem
into an image classification problem that
can be solved by a deep learning model.57
Alternative approaches to synthetic audio
and video detection use AI-modelled latent
representations (features). An example of
such an approach has been demonstrated
by Chintha et al.58 The proposed model,
CRNNSpoof, processes raw audio signal
directly; it achieved a 4.24% error rate in
the ASVspoof 2019 challenge, successfully
outperforming the baseline models. Chintha
et al.59 observed a typical AI/ML problem—
while fake voice detection methods are very
accurate when used with training data, they
perform poorly on examples that differ from
those demonstrated in the training dataset.
Detecting synthetic or manipulated video
Fake videos have become increasingly
realistic to the point where it is often
difficult to spot them with the naked eye. A
study by FaceForensics++60 demonstrated
that some outputs of forgery methods
(e.g., Face2Face)61 were difficult for
human observers to detect; in these
cases, the detection rate was close to
random guessing. It is likely that, in a

mundane context, such videos would not
raise suspicion among casual viewers.
However, various ML methods can be
used to detect extremely subtle clues. A
number of fake video detection models are
publicly available. For example, fake video
forensics tools allow users to input video
URLs and receive an evaluation of a video’s
authenticity.62,63
Yang, Li, and Lyu64 have developed a
method for detecting deepfake videos
based on inconsistencies in the predicted
3D orientations of people’s faces. The
positions of facial landmarks (corners of
the lips, the tip of the nose, etc.) are not
necessarily preserved when a deepfake
model transforms one face into another.
Deepfake models generate the central part
of the target face and then superimpose it
onto the original footage.
Temporal information can also be helpful
when detecting manipulated videos, even
if isolated frames of a video are hyperrealistic.65 For example, mouth movement
not matching the speech, unnatural eye
blinking patterns, etc.

Fingerprinting data to preserve
authenticity
Deepfake image detection based on
generative model artefacts is unsustainable
in the long run because of the improving
performance of generative AI models
and evolving detection countermeasures
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(e.g., Carlini and Farid).66 A more viable
alternative might be to ensure that
generated content can be traced to its
source via fingerprinting techniques. Yu et
al.67 propose a general method for artificially
fingerprinting images generated by GANs.
This ‘fingerprinting’ procedure uses deep
learning-based steganography to embed
hidden information into the training data of
the GAN models; during training they learn
to embed these signatures into the images
they generate. Such signatures could easily
be detected and identified using a specific
decoder neural network. Importantly,
they are undetectable and non-removable
without access to the decoder. Authors
claim that this approach is very general and
could prevent the malign use of published
pre-trained models.
Yu et al.68 argue that GANs leave specific
fingerprints even without using such special
measures. They show that the fingerprints
depend on the architecture of the model
used and various other details related to
training. This means a classifier can be
trained to attribute images to the specific
GANs that generated them. However, this
technique can only detect images generated
by the specific GANs that were used to train
the classifier. Thus, to successfully apply
this technique, one would need access to
a generative model or to many generated
images. Authors claim this can be done by
querying different services for generated
images and labelling them with the name
of the service. Then, the classifier could
be trained to test image authenticity by

predicting whether an image has been
created by a specific service. Moreover, it
could test service authenticity by checking if
the generated images they provide contain
the appropriate signature.
Another
possibility
for
combating
disinformation and misinformation using
data fingerprinting techniques is to establish
credibility by linking media content to
verified sources; then published content can
be compared to the original to determine if it
has been modified. Project Origin69 (founded
by Adobe, Arm, BBC, Intel, Microsoft, and
Truepic) aims to create an open standard
for measuring accountability through media
provenance. They propose that media items
be registered using digital fingerprints as
part of the publication process. Content
creators would receive a certification
of authenticity, or digital fingerprint that
is stored in a cryptographically secure
distributed ledger. This fingerprint would
be embedded into each media publication
before distribution so that a web browser or
a dedicated application could automatically
compare the fingerprint of the publication
with the original stored in the distributed
ledger and ensure the credibility of the data.
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Detecting how disinformation spreads:
bots and sockpuppets
Monitoring websites outside
social media
Web scraping enables the automated
monitoring of disinformation campaigns
outside of social media platforms. One
example of such monitoring would be
identifying and clustering web pages
that distribute near-verbatim copies of
the same article. This could be done by
scraping selected websites and looking
for similarities in their source code
patterns (e.g., HTML, JS) using popular
scraping tools (e.g., Scrapy)70 or browser
automation tools (e.g., Selenium).71
The similarity between articles can be
measured using deep learning or classical
NLP tools.72 There are also many online
tools that detect similar websites (e.g.,
SimilarSites),73 but it is better to scrape
more dynamic websites for changes,
since the online tools might not frequently
update their databases.
If scrapping is not an option, then news
monitoring datasets could be used. The
largest dataset is the Global Database of
Events, Language, and Tone (GDELT),74
which scrapes news worldwide and
stores this data in a compact Conflict and
Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO)75

format.76 GDELT data can be accessed
directly or by using cloud services such
as Google BigQuery77 and Amazon S3.78
The downside to cloud services is that
analysts are unable to use network analysis
algorithms efficiently due to the complexity
and limitations of SQL queries.79 Another
drawback is the cost of data processing
in cloud services. Researchers from the
Simula Research Laboratory in Norway
have developed a data mining system
for the GDELT dataset to counter these
limitations.80 They have also proposed
looking for disinformation by clustering
news sources that frequently report the
same events. This approach has enabled
them to analyse about one billion news
articles over the last four years.

Sockpuppet detection
A sockpuppet is a non-automated fake
online social network (OSN) account
created by a single nefarious entity, or
puppetmaster. Sockpuppets can be used, for
example, to spread spam or disinformation,
or to impersonate an organic discussion
with many participants, intended to produce
a misleading impression of a prevailing
consensus opinion (astroturfing).81
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As a single entity usually controls numerous
accounts, sockpuppets can be detected by
looking for similarities in account-generated
verbal content and activity patterns82 linked
to certain account profiles83 or social network
structures.84,85 Most of these approaches
use machine learning methods.86 The social
network structure approach assumes that
a single sockpuppet account will create
similar social connections to other accounts
administered by the same puppetmaster.
This detection method analyses pairs of
accounts and looks for similarities in their
social graphs.87
To detect stolen accounts being used
as sockpuppets, analysts can look for
behavioural anomalies.88 For example, user
activity (posting, page visits) within a social
network can be tracked and collected, and
then anomaly detection models can be
applied to identify when a user account was
hijacked.89
Puppetmasters anticipate the possibility
of being caught and take steps to modify
their behaviour to avoid detection. They
may change the profile information and
the verbal features of a stolen account
and are likely to alter their writing style
intentionally.90 If non-verbal activity
patterns are the basis of detection (e.g.,
posting behaviours such as post frequency,
timing, and user activity patterns),91 then
puppetmasters can adjust these patterns
to better match the behaviour of real
users.

Due to the wide variety of real-user behaviour
and the effectiveness of sockpuppet
operators, all of these approaches can
produce false positives, i.e., real users
being labelled as sockpuppet accounts. The
results demonstrated in recent studies are
encouraging, but it is likely that detection
tools must be regularly retrained to keep up
with novel user activity patterns and must
also be specialised for specific countries
and languages. False positives remain a
problem in bot and sockpuppet detection.92

Bot detection
A ‘social bot’ is a fully-automated social
network
account;
partially-automated
accounts are usually called ‘cyborgs’.93
There are numerous scientific publications
proposing methods for bot detection. Orabi
et al.94 counted at least 53 articles published
between 2010 and 2019 that focus on fully
automated accounts only.
In reviews carried out by Cresci and Orabi
et al.,95 bot detection methods that use
machine learning are first categorised
according to whether they are supervised,
unsupervised, or semi-supervised, and
then further divided into content-based or
behaviour-based detection methods. Both
reviews also mention detection methods
that do not depend on ML techniques;
these are crowdsourcing-based methods
and human-crafted network structure
analysis.
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Social Media Bots Detection Techniques
Detection method

Inspected features

Inspection scale

Human-crafted
rules

Semi-supervised

Network structure

Single account detectors

Machine
Learning-based

Supervised

User generated content

Group based detectors

Crowdsourcingbased

Unsupervised

User activity pattern

Figure 1. Social media bot detection techniques categorised by method, inspected features, and inspection scale. Partially
adopted from Cresci96 and Orabi et al.97

Single bot detectors:
identifying single-user accounts

Group bot detectors: identifying the global
coordination of multiple accounts

A popular single bot detector is a binary
classification model named Botometer98
(formerly BotOrNot). Botometer provides a
public application programming interface
(API) that any Twitter user could use to
estimate the likelihood of an account being
a bot. Because this is a binary classifier,
users set the probability threshold value
for determining whether an account is a
bot; this means the threshold can be finetuned to match the population of interest.
However, as users are setting this value
freely, a degree of uncertainty should be
expected. Binary classifiers trained on
specific datasets were shown to have
generalisation problems and should be
carefully tested and/or retrained before
use.99

The difficulty in detecting bots one by one
led to experiments in identifying anomalous
synchronisation patterns among multiple
OSN user accounts.100 One way to measure
the similarities among account activity
patterns is to measure the longest common
subsequence of identical actions (e.g., post,
share, like, etc.) that accounts share.101
Unusually long sequences of actions
indicate that a single operator controls all
of the bots that share this behaviour. Such
accounts can be clustered together and
mapped to identify an entire botnet. Another
study102 of coordinated bot detection
examined 160,000,000 tweets from ten
state-attributed campaigns by training bot
network detectors on statistical features
extracted from social network activity (e.g.,
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Social media companies are best positioned to create accurate bot
detectors because they have full access to the users’ information […].
However, independent analysis is essential if bot detection is to become
more transparent.

retweets, co-tweets, co-mentions, and
others).103 The study concluded that botnet
tactics vary over time and strongly differ
between campaigns. There was a reduction
in bot detection performance when
countering novel bot networks. Even so,
global bot detection is a viable alternative
to single account analysis, especially as
the identification of an entire bot network
is more valuable than detecting multiple
bots that are not necessarily related to each
other.

Difficulties in bot detection
Difficulties in developing datasets suitable
for bot detection
Obtaining detailed social media data is
difficult due to social network policies and
legitimate concerns about user privacy.
Most bot detection publications focus
on Twitter104 because the platform is
comparatively open.105 The majority of
bot detectors use a supervised learning
methodology that requires AI models to be
trained on manually labelled datasets.106

Thus supervised learning methods
currently require intensive work from
human annotators and the datasets must
be sufficiently large and diverse to avoid
bias but not so large as to overfit the data
necessary for the model.
Furthermore, it is necessary to update
these datasets regularly to reflect the latest
patterns in social media as bot algorithms
are continually being improved.107 The
task is further complicated by the issue
of human bias in labelling during dataset
development. To properly analyse a dataset,
precise definitions of bots and regular
accounts must be used. This is especially
problematic when detecting non-binary
cases (e.g., cyborgs). It is likely that smaller
countries and communities will need to
develop customised datasets relevant to
them so they can detect bots within their
local environments.
The transferability of bot detection models
and their stability over time
As demonstrated in a study by Rauchfleisch
& Kaiser,108 there is a drop in performance
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when a bot detection model created in
one country is used for a different country
or language (e.g., Germany instead of
the US). Different cultures may exhibit
significant differences in communication
style; therefore, supervised learning models
tend not to generalize well across multiple
cultures and languages.
Similar deficiencies can be expected in
most supervised binary classifiers trained
on limited data. Difficulties in detecting bots
also increase as public discourses evolve,
vocabulary changes, and improvements are
made to bot software.
Some humans act like bots
Some groups of human accounts, such as
campaigning politicians and social activists,
are very active on social media and can
sometimes reach a level of activity similar
to that of social bots. Furthermore, privacyconscious users prefer profile names
containing random digits and characters
and use profile pictures without a human
face, which makes them appear similar to
simple bots.109 However, since even botlike individuals are not likely to behave like
coordinated bots in a botnet, techniques
that detect the anomalous coordination
of multiple accounts will not return false
positives for such accounts.

most advanced bots (24% accuracy), while
the same users could spot older bots with
91% accuracy.110 We expect bot developers
to take advantage of the growing number of
open-source AI tools for content generation,
which will make detection more challenging.
Bot detection scores obtained from
bot detector tools and software should
be interpreted carefully and treated as
indicative. As Rauchfleisch & Kaiser state,111
detectors must be periodically revalidated
due to shifting behaviour in both users
and bots. Social media companies are
best positioned to create accurate bot
detectors because they have full access
to the users’ information (e.g., patterns
of communication with other users, IP
address, browser information). However,
independent analysis is essential if bot
detection is to become more transparent.

Improvements in bot software
Some studies have shown that it is difficult
for even tech-savvy users to identify the
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Explainability of disinformation
detections by AI methods
Once an AI system has detected a potential
source of disinformation, it is crucial that the
decisions made by the AI are explained to
platform administrators; this will help them
assess the likelihood of algorithmic bias in a
particular decision. Such an open approach
will increase trust and give administrators
more confidence in AI tools. Information
sharing can also help platform administrators
explain why an account has been classified
as committing inauthentic actions.
The limitations of eXplainable Artificial
Intelligence (XAI) methods
Many methods have been developed
to explain the decisions made by AI
algorithms. One method overlays heatmaps
onto suspected fake images or tabular data
to show which regions (or cells) contributed
most to the image or table being placed in
a particular class (e.g., what areas show
that the image is a deepfake).112 However,
XAI methods are still maturing. Some
methods in AI are explainable by design,
for example, decision trees. But the more
explainable other models become, the
more their performance is reduced.113,114
There are several points worth mentioning
here. First, there is a need to define what
counts as an explanation and how detailed
an explanation should be; having reached

a certain level of detail, an explanation
becomes difficult or impossible to interpret.
Second, explanations might be leaked to
adversarial actors who can exploit them to
improve their disinformation techniques.
Adversarial attacks against explainability
Deep neural networks are sensitive to
specific selected changes in the input data.
This sensitivity can be exploited by so-called
adversarial examples115—input that is changed
to maximally distort predictions. Adversarial
examples also exist for AI explainability:
these are modified inputs (e.g., images or
other data) that have been tampered with to
cause the method of explanation to fail and
indicate incorrect explanations.116,117 Methods
to counter adversarial XAI examples are also
being developed.118,119
Current XAI methods have significant
limitations, but in certain cases XAI
models can provide valuable information
to platform administrators so they can
judge the reliability of the AI decisions that
detected a disinformation campaign. XAI
methods could potentially be used to create
more transparent recommendation systems
(e.g., ads, YouTube videos, and other types
of content) and provide greater AI model
transparency for platform administrators.
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Probability of deepfake: 53.97%
Original image with locallsed face

Cropped face

Heatmap with intensity of artefacts

Overlay

Figure 2. Example of a heatmap showing which regions contributed to an image being classified as a deepfake. Source:
Reprinted with permission from DuckDuckGoose.nl.
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Legal frameworks against disinformation
There is an ongoing discussion about the
responsible development of AI and how
(much) it should be regulated. On the one
hand, regulations that are too strict might
impede the development of AI technologies
and limit their benefit to society and to
various critical infrastructure stakeholders.
A much-debated example is the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), adopted
by the EU in 2016. It obliges data brokers
to collect and process personal data
responsibly. It puts limitations on sharing
and selling personal data, which could
create a relative disadvantage for European
companies developing face recognition
algorithms or similar AI-based technologies
due to the large quantities of personal data
needed to train AI models.
On the other hand, it is important to develop
AI responsibly and inclusively. Algorithms
might privilege certain content as they
are trained on data produced by humans
who have inherent biases. For instance,
algorithms that disproportionately flag
content from specific political, religious, or
ethnic groups may be inappropriate or even
discriminatory;120 this should be avoided.
The first regulation addressing such issues
and seeking to harmonise rules regarding AI
systems is being discussed in the European
Union. If adopted, the document would
classify AI practices into four risk groups
and place requirements on each group

according to its risk level, including the
prohibition of specific AI practices harmful to
safety and to fundamental human rights.121
Regulations on data policy and AI will also
be relevant for disinformation campaigns,
as data availability or algorithms (dis)
privileging a certain kind of content could
empower or prevent AI-based targeting
and the dissemination of disinformation.
Therefore, any regulation concerning AI
must take into account the impact it might
have on disinformation practices.
Governments could make better use
of legislation to fight (AI-powered)
disinformation. While it is hard to punish
malevolent online actors due to the
cross-border nature of virtual space and
the challenge of attribution, the digital
platforms (which these actors use) could
be obliged to take specific measures to
fight disinformation better themselves
or to provide others with disinformation
countermeasures.
Examples
include
disinformation reporting tools, stricter data
user authentication, content monitoring
and authentication systems, greater
transparency regarding data sources shared
on the platform, educational campaigns on
disinformation, data sharing with official
authorities, and other measures.122
However, implementing stricter authentica
tion protocols would complicate access and
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might discourage some users from using a
particular platform out of concern regarding
platform access to private data and would
place a greater burden on the platforms
to administer sensitive personal data
responsibly. Sharing data with scholars or
official institutions might lead to the loss of
commercial advantage, could potentially be
used by authoritarian regimes to track and
persecute users, or might help malevolent
actors discover and exploit a platform’s
weaknesses. Therefore, the measures
enforced by law should be well-considered
and seek to find the correct balance between
addressing the need to fight disinformation
and respecting the rights and legitimate
interests of online platforms and their users.

when discussing further legislation. First,
such mechanisms allow online platforms to
be heard, to actively set standards, and to
test how they work in practice. Second, they
give regulating authorities an opportunity
to learn what works before including new
standards in legally binding regulations.
Third, the experiment shows how much can
be achieved through voluntary means. Thus,
by entering into dialogue with the industry,
regulators could gather enough test data
to dismiss unfounded concerns (for users
and the industry) before enacting antidisinformation legislation and could pinpoint
those areas where voluntary mechanisms
might be not enough to produce the desired
result.

Testing AI legislation through dialogue
with online platforms. In 2018, the
European Commission and major online
actors agreed to test potential legislation
by adopting the Code of Practice on
Disinformation. This is a regularly reviewed
voluntary document that sets standards
for fighting disinformation. The signatories
adopt roadmaps, choose measures, and
provide reports about what they have done
to make their platforms more resilient
against disinformation and how well these
measures have worked. As of 2021, Meta,
Alphabet, Twitter, Microsoft, Mozilla, TikTok,
and others, have all become signatories of
the Code. This document should become
a co-regulatory instrument for the digital
market, along with the Digital Services
Act,123 when the latter is adopted. There are
three reasons the Code is a useful example
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Discussion: How AI can boost the
work of analysts
AI can automate a wide range of specific tasks and significantly increase analysts’ productivity.
However, due to current limitations, AI can play only a supporting role by helping to process
vast amounts of information and detecting what requires further attention. However, social
and online media monitoring tools are increasingly implementing AI-based solutions, which
make it possible to search for information at a more granular level. Soon we also expect to see
semantic search functionality that takes into consideration the intent and contextual meaning
of the words used in a search. Here the GDELT database must again be mentioned; GDELT
incorporates cutting-edge AI-based information extraction methods to allow users to search
its massive online repository of news media. Google BigQuery is another AI-based platform
that allows customers to benefit from entity extraction, key phrase and n-gram extraction, tone
and sentiment estimation, or even use document-level embeddings in multi-lingual spaces to
search for semantically similar articles.
We see that fundamental theoretical
breakthroughs are still needed for AI to
reach or exceed human capabilities in
decision-making tasks. Most of the recent AI
milestones have been achieved by big tech
companies. However, the vast computing
resources and access to data that make
these companies important in the current
landscape may not be as important for
fundamental breakthroughs in the future.
If so, the importance of other actors could
increase in that context.

to the languages and public discourse
specifics of these countries. Even if big tech
companies invest resources into developing
more multilingual AI models, the pre-trained
models they might release would still have
limited performance capability. Further
improvements and breakthroughs made in
the NLP domain could change this linguistic
AI capability bias as, for example, English
language datasets could be efficiently reused
in other language contexts, although they
would still lack local cultural information.

Bot detectors and NLP-based disinformation
discovery tools tend to be specialised for
specific countries, languages, and datasets.
To detect disinformation campaigns in
countries with less-common languages,
one will need models and tools tailored

Based on our research, the main areas in
which AI can facilitate the work of analysts
are the following:
1. Detecting suspicious content
for further inspection: deepfake
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AI Approaches to Fight Against Disinformation

Deepfakes

OSN Accounts

Publications and OSN posts

Approach

1

Direct supervised classification
of text into categories

Algorithms

Datasets for development

NLP models
for text classification

Text Classification
datasets

2

Detecting disinformation by
message/article style

3

Automated statement
extraction and fact-checking

4

Classification from publication
metadata

ML classification models
(ANN’s, Trees, SVMs, etc.)

Datasets of publication
metadata

5

Detecting variation of already
debunked statements

NLP for statment detection
(statement similarity metric learning)

Database of already debunked
statements

Any ML classification and
anomaly detection models

Datasets of known bots

6 Bot detectors

Clustering of OSN accounts by

7 similatrity metrics, sockpuppet

detection

NLP for statement
extraction

Logical reasoning
algorithms

Similarity metrics: human defined
or interpolated by ML models

Knowledge database

None or datasets of known
inauthentic activity network accounts

8 Fake image detectors

CNN models

Fake image datasets

9 Fake text detectors

NLP models

Fake text datasets

10 Fake audio detectors

CNN, RNN, Transformer models

Fake audio datasets

11 Fake video detectors

CNN, RNN models

Fake video datasets

Deep learning-based
steganography

Marked datasets

12 Fingeprinting data

Detecting GAN fingerprints

Figure 3. Potential AI approaches to fighting disinformation that have been identified in this study.
This table is not exhaustive.
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detection, scoring and sorting
articles based on veracity, and
detecting similar content to help
evaluate the spreading dynamics of
a particular narrative.
2. Detecting the spread of
disinformation: monitoring topics,
extracting named entities, building
knowledge-graphs, and identifying
bots, sockpuppets, and cyborgs
based on their activity patterns,
produced content, social network
structure, coordination, etc.
3. Partial automation for efficient
disinformation content analysis:
the classification of articles into
disinformation narratives, automatic

fact-checking (currently very
limited), opinion mining, sentiment
analysis, detection of emotional
statements, topic modelling, and
other features of the style typical of
propaganda.
Figure 3 shows what components various
disinformation-countering AI-based ap
proaches require in terms of datasets and
algorithms. Each approach is paired with the
algorithm used (horizontally) and the dataset
needed to develop an AI model. The vertical
text to the left groups the approaches by
area of application. There are many other
small opportunities for the automation
of disinformation analysis that we do not
mention here because they depend on a
highly specific analysis pipeline.
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Conclusions
Current AI models require large, highquality datasets. At present, deep learning
AI models using neural networks are datademanding, but they are becoming less
data intensive due to transfer learning
and other advancements. Even so, AI
models require specific high-quality and
unbiased datasets to learn complex tasks.
In AI research, creating new databases
for machine learning is expensive and
difficult. For this reason, researchers use
and reuse a small number of benchmark
datasets, many of them originating from
following institutions—Stanford, Microsoft,
Princeton, Meta, Alphabet, Max Planck,
AT&T.124
AI models fail to generalise if they are
trained on datasets that are biased or too
specific; this makes the usefulness of
pre-trained models that lack fine-tuning
somewhat limited in real-world situations.
Due to the continuous arms race between
attackers (disinformation actors) and
defenders (analysts, fact checkers), it is
also challenging to keep datasets and
models up to date. Training data must
evolve over time and follow the evolution of
the disinformation landscape.
Probably the most critical limitation of
artificial neural networks is that they
still lack ontology (common terminology
and vocabulary) and common-sense

reasoning. These limitations hinder the
ability of current AI models to do factchecking, evaluate logical consistency, and
deal with indirect statements (Aesopian
language, metaphors, etc.). Despite
scepticism about the usefulness of
autonomous AI systems in disinformation
detection and monitoring, current AI can
do the heavy lifting for data collection,
cleaning, categorisation, and translation.
Models from domains such as Natural
Language Processing and Computer Vision
help build powerful tools for extracting
information from large unstructured data
collections, creating advanced knowledge
graphs, tagging and classifying images/
videos, etc. This allows analysts to
efficiently navigate vast amounts of
scraped multilingual information and
search for patterns of interest.
Disinformation is a broad concept and hard
to define (algorithmically). It is challenging
and, in some cases, algorithmically unrealistic to define disinformation. Nevertheless,
AI can help in monitoring hostile narratives
defined by an analyst. At the current level of
development, we predict that the relationship between AI and disinformation analysis will likely remain similar for the next
2–5 years.125
Detecting generated content by identifying
artefacts may soon become impractical. In
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the context of deepfakes and AI-generated
text, some disinformation content is of such
limited size or infidelity, for example short
posts or small resolution profile images,
that it is impossible to distinguish if it was
generated using AI. Moreover, improvements
in generative models and the increasing
realism of generated content, may make it
become impossible for even a perfect AI
agent to recognise the fakes. One solution
would be to adopt data fingerprinting
measures, such as deep learning-based
steganography (see Fingerprinting data for
authentication).
International cooperation in developing
AI-based models, tools, and datasets is
crucial, as is proper cooperation among
governments and online platforms.
Analysts can be taught the fundamentals
and limitations of current AI methods, so
that we can manage our expectations of AI
tools and software, avoid biased decisions,
and provide a deeper understanding of data
necessary for training new AI models. Having
a better understanding of AI capabilities and
limitations could improve communication
between analysts and AI engineers, allowing
them to spot opportunities to facilitate the
analysts’ work, especially in data collection,
cleaning, fusion, and other processing tasks.
Governments, institutions, and military
organisations must develop and integrate
strategies regulating the responsible use
of AI to avoid biased decisions during
peacetime and in crisis situations. Such
strategies should address AI integration
from various perspectives, including

responsibility, reliability, explainability, and
legislation.126
Governments should enact legislation to
fight disinformation. It is expected that the
use of AI-powered tools in disinformation
campaigns
will
gradually
increase.
Legislation should limit the potential harm
of disinformation campaigns by establishing
proper transparency and security standards
for online platforms. Here the transparency
of online platforms and a positive dialogue
between platforms and analysts is essential
to ensure that new legislation does not
infringe on the valid interests of users and
companies; online platforms must be given
incentives to cooperate. Strengthening
cooperation with online platforms is
especially important for closed platforms
that do not permit third-party access
to their data via APIs. More transparent
reports and deeper collaboration will enable
the public, governments, and research
institutions to assess the nature and scale of
disinformation activities. Public challenges
and hackathons are positive and interactive
forums for improving the efficiency of digital
platforms in countering disinformation
activities, but their continued lack of
transparency hinders these platforms from
being more trusted despite their proposed
cutting-edge AI solutions.
Proposed regulations can be successfully
tested through voluntary mechanisms
such as the EU’s Code of Practice on
Disinformation. Therefore, a reduction in the
spread of disinformation can be achieved
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through a deeper integration of AI tools in the work of analysts and the establishment of a legal
framework that properly addresses the concerns of all stakeholders.

Appendix
Here we include a list of tools and organizations that might be of interest to online media
analysts and AI enthusiasts who are engaged in countering disinformation. We are also
developing a review comparing different monitoring tools, which we expect to publish in one of
the upcoming reports in 2022.
Tool

Applications

Spark Toro

Helps identify target audience sources of media consumption by entering keywords/
phrases into a search engine based on the behaviour of the TA.

BuzzSumo

Algorithms and analytics-based research tools are used to identify trends, buzzwords,
trending social media stories, etc.

Meltwater

A media monitoring company that helps manage and monitor social media presence,
engagement, influence, as well as measuring performance to identify trends.

Brandwatch

Market analysis tool with a large dataset used as a search engine to segmentise and
analyse consumer trends.

Botometer

The free-to-use tool monitors a Twitter account’s activity, followers, and friends and gives
it a score to rank its likelihood of being a bot.

Table 1. Examples of tools that can be used for disinformation-countering analyses.

Organisation

Provided services

U.S. State
Department Global
Engagement
Center

Emphasis on coordinating US Federal efforts in exposing disinformation campaigns in
the public sector.
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Organisation

Provided services

Debunk.eu

Research disinformation and media literacy education. Uses AI tools in a feedback loop
with human experts—AI tools continually learn and try to automate parts of the analysis
pipeline.

Graphika

Market research, strategic message planning, and disinformation detection.

Poynter

Media literacy, education, funding for other fact-checking organisations.

Sentinel

“Headquartered in Tallinn, Estonia, Sentinel works with governments, media and defence
agencies to help protect democracies from disinformation campaigns, synthetic media
and information operations by developing a state-of-the-art AI detection platform.”
https://thesentinel.ai/about.html

Snopes

Fact-checking organisation, media publications, quotes from key political players.

PolitiFact

Emphasis on non-partisan fact-checking and providing consultations to media
organisations.

FullFact

Fact-checking claims made by various organisations with an emphasis on automation
and ML.

Table 2. Selection of organisations that work with disinformation countering analytics
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